Gene delivery with in-situ crosslinking polymer networks generates long-term systemic protein expression.
Two polyethylene oxide-based delivery systems comprised of reacting PEG polymers were designed for the delivery of DNA expression vectors. The polymers are formulated with the DNA and injected into the muscle, wherein a crosslinked matrix forms in-situ. The matrix resembles a viscous solution (formulation A) or a gel (formulation B). The reacting PEG polymers do not interact with, but entrap the DNA. The formation of the matrix does not affect the supercoiling of the incorporated DNA. The polymers are biocompatible and biodegradable due to the presence of hydrolytically labile bonds in one of the components. Measurement of degradation in vivo suggests that a significant amount of the polymer disappears from the injected muscle by 28 days post injection. Administration to mice of SEAP plasmid DNA formulated with the PEG polymers results in SEAP expression. Expression levels are similar to those of unformulated DNA, but the duration of gene expression is significantly longer in immunocompetent animals receiving the formulated DNA. Significantly lower anti-SEAP IgG titers are elicited by network-formulated DNA relative to unformulated DNA, even though expression levels are comparable. The data suggests that the matrix extends duration of expression by reducing the anti-SEAP immune response so that these delivery systems may be useful for prolonged gene expression following a single intramuscular injection.